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A. PRICE JUSTIFICATION
(Select Appropriate Block and Provide Explanation)
Explain price increases, decreases, or no change below
(FAR 12.209 and 13.106-3(a)(2)(iii) and DLAD 13.106-3(b)(S-90)(2)(i)). Attach copy of catalog/published price list.
(FAR 13.106-3(a)(2)(ii) and (iv) and DLAD 13.106-3(b)(S-90)(1)(iii)).
Savings Realized
B. FIRST DESTINATION PACKAGING (FDP) PROGRAM EVALUATION
DLAD 13.106-2(b)(S-90)(3)(ii)(D)(2)
Compare the level of the packaging requirement (or state "Not Applicable")
Packaging changed from military to commercial
Packaging negotiated
Yes:  $ or %		No:  No Change from commercial packaging or no change in packaging requirements since last buy.
C.  REASONS FOR SOLICITING ONLY ONE SOURCE
FAR 13.106-1(b)
D.  25% PRICE INCREASE LIMITATIONS CERTIFICATION
FOR SOLE SOURCE AWARDS IAW DFARS 217.7505
The Contracting Officer hereby certifies to the Head of the Contracting Activity (HCA) in accordance with DFARS 217.7505, Limitations on Price Increases, that this sole source price has increased by 25 percent or more within the most recent 12-month period but in accordance with the information provided below, it has been determined to be fair and reasonable. This section applies to the acquisition of replenishment parts and repairable or consumable parts.
*The Acquisition Specialist shall include this approved certification and supporting documentation in the Official Contract File*
Notes:
1.  The Acquisition Specialist and Contracting Officer are required to sign all Simplified Acquisition Pricing Memorandum (DLA Form 5002).
2.  Signature for One Level above Contracting Officer applies to awards coded BI based on Expected Competition OR when elevating for a 25% 
     price increase.
3.  Apply signatures for One Level Below CCO and CCO in accordance with DAAP 17.7505.
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Simplified Acquisition Pricing Record
interactive
May 2013 (v1.2)
Formerly Aviation Form P-45 which is obsolete.V1.1 added continuation capabilities. (Jul 2013)v1.2 minor reference updates. (Aug 2013)
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